
 

 
 

Give your innovation a kick start with our project 
plan service! 

 

info@nielsflach.nl 
tel. 06-43856016 

Molenvijver 15 
3052 HA Rotterdam 

KvK nr. 24472858 
www.ibdd.nl 

 

You may want to launch a new product, implement an 
invention, realise a promising concept... and need some help to 

get started? 

Then please consider the benefits IBDD can bring to you with its 
professional and experienced project plan service. 

You have the skilled people but want to be sure you have the good 

project team? Or give the brilliant but somewhat preliminary idea the 
desired, 'down to earth' sharpness and focus? 

External expertise needed, e.g. in technology of communication? 

After your idea is cast into a solid plan that considers the potential 
value, the costs, the risks and the resources needed, realisation and 

profitability may be much closer than you had ever imagined. Let IBDD 

empower your team with just that little help it needs to be aligned, 
dedicated and committed. 

Contact Niels Flach for an inspiring telephone call with an eye 

on the potential of your idea. Do it NOW, it is free and without 

obligations! 

Dr. ir. Niels Flach is a chemical engineer with skills in materials science, 
polymer chemistry, organic chemistry, biochemistry and pharma, 

analytical chemistry and process technology.  

He has gained senior experience as a programme manager at the Dutch 

Separation Technology Institute. This institute is a public-industrial 
cooperation. It was set up in order to speed up open innovation by 

combining the skills of public and private R&D professionals with a 

focus on sustainable and profitable applied chemical technology. 

For more information on IBDD (in Dutch) and a CV of Niels Flach, see 
www.IBDD.nl  

Contact Niels Flach at +31 (0)6-43856016 or at info@nielsflach.nl 

 Features of IBBD's project plan 
service:  

x Skilled programme manager helps you 

to start 

x Unique five-step development system: 
from dream to project execution 

x Service tailored to what suits your 

project: no services that you don't need 

x Prince2® certified for best practices in 
project management 

x Thanks to our Sharp Tariff our help will 

pay itself back in no time! 

x Sharp Tariff: 107 Euro per hour excl. 
VAT, or a fixed price for a project plan to 

your satisfaction 

x Free first consult (only travel expenses 

charged) 

x Contacts with several technical 

universities for any state-of-the-art 

knowledge that may complete your 
project team 

x Project management services after 

project start are optionally provided: 
     > Formation or membership of 

        Project board to address any issues 
     > Consulting for excellent execution 

     > Project communication 

     > Support for project financing 
     > Support for project partnering 

x References available on request 

 

 

  

 


